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The FlyDry is a robot that can dry every part of 

the vehicle; it is normally installed inside multiple 

prep stalls, for body filler and primer and also in-

side spray booths for waterborne and clear. 

The FlyDry is composed of one automatic column 

that can rotate 360°, including the sides and top 

of the vehicle. It has one arm with two different in-

frared DryTronic lamps that can move automati- 

cally in every position - top and down - covering 

every angle of the vehicle’s profile. 

The robot dries the parts involved in the treat-

ment without a length and height limitation, us-

ing electric infrared. This is because the drying 

is done from the movement of the robot all along 

the vehicle’s surface to dry. The only limitation is 

the working stall’s length and width. 

The FlyDry robot has a built-in database of for-

mulas for drying any automotive paint manufac-

turer’s waterborne/solvent basecoat and clear 

coat systems. The technician selects the brand 

and paint system to be applied. The robot then 

automatically manages the drying treatment for 

distance, color, paint thickness and climate. The 

automatic adjustment and control of the treat-

ment are based on a built-in laser that constantly 

reads the quality of the drying process. 

The FlyDry is available in two different models: 

one is for normal-size vehicles and the second 

one is for commercial vehicles; one robot can be 

used in up to four working stalls. In new projects, 

Symach typically installs multiple FlyDry units: in-

side body stalls for body filler, inside the conveyor 
for primer, inside the FixStation, and in the booth 

for one panel repairs, for preparation and paint. 

The FlyDry robot dries every brand of paint, 

primer and body filler. The drying speed is ap-

proximately 80 cm or 32 inches per minute; for 

example, it dries the length of a vehicle’s door in 

less than two minutes. Compared to the electric 

infrared, it is seven times faster.

dryING PErfOrMANCE

The FlyDry dries with a performance that is about seven 

times faster than other infrareds on the market because the 

FlyDry is a robot that dries the paint moving along the sur-

face of the car. The drying time is measured in centimeters 

or feet per minute. 

Depending if the technician uses the hardener - fast, stan-

dard or slow - the drying time is: Body filler / from 100 cm or 

39 “ per minute, to 80 cm or 32 ” per minute. Primer / from 

90 cm or 35 ” per minute, to 70 cm to 27 ” per minute. Water-
borne / from 120 cm or 47 ” per minute, to 80 cm or 32 ” per 

minute.  Clear / from 90 cm or 35 ” per minute, to 60 cm to 

24 ” per minute.

Dries a door 
in 1 minute 
and 30 seconds

DRYING 
SPEED



thE CrANE

thE COMPutEr

thE COluMN-rObOt

The FlyDry has a multi-language keyboard and a display lo-

cated on the robotized column. The technician can choose 

to enter travel lengths of the parts of the vehicle to be dried 

and can select the correct formula to dry body filler, prim-

er, waterborne or clear. The drying formula consists of the 

correct parameters necessary to dry a specific paint that 
the robots perform automatically. This involve speed, tem-

perature and distance from the surface painted. The sys-

tem is open to the technician to change or modify the for-

mulas if needed. The software automatically manages the  

“Drying Control Quality” during all phases of drying treat-

ment, adjusting the intensity and quantity of DryTronic 

waves to meet the parameters of the drying formula.

The column-robot can rotate 360° around its axis and can 

be set in any position to dry the five sides of the vehicle. The 
column is equipped with a pneumatically-controlled arm 

that carries and orients the two-lamp unit as required by  

the drying treatment. The two lamps can be moved from 

a fully-vertical to a fully-horizontal position and be set at 

varying angles. In this way, the two lamps can be positioned 

in the ideal position parallel to vehicle surface for perfect 

drying.

The crane of the FlyDry is the support of the column and 

moves along the working stall with three aluminum rails: two 

on the side and a central one. The column slides within the 

overhead crane along the width and length of the working 

stalls. The FlyDry is equipped with an independent set of 

rails, for every working stall, up to a maximum of four work-

ing stalls.

THE INTERFACE

THE ALUMINUM RAILS
THE OVERHEAD 
CRANE

THE COLUMN

lAsEr dryING CONtrOl

thE lAMPs

Every group of DryTronic radiant panels has an LDC (Laser 

Drying Control) for dynamic drying control. The laser reads 

the quality of drying then transmits the data to the com-

puter, which then modifies the quantity of electromagnetic 
waves to meet the correct drying needs if necessary. The 

drying treatment is always influenced by the distance of the 
lamp from the vehicle, the thickness of paint applied, the 

color of paint, the type of substrate material and differences 

in climate. For all these reasons, the LDC automatically ad-

justs the intensity of the radiant waves to meet the correct 

quality of drying.

The DryTronic lamp can run on LPG or natural gas with no 

difference in performance. The three groups of DryTron-

ic radiant panels can be used independently or together  

depending on the surface of the painted vehicle. The Dry-

Tronic radiant panel generates energy using a catalytic 

chemical reaction (without fire and combustion). This re-

action is achieved by using a catalyzer, which breaks down 

the gas molecule and separates hydrogen from carbon. The 

carbon is not used; instead, when the hydrogen reaches the 

lamp’s outer surface and comes in contact with oxygen it 

generates electromagnetic waves. Symach’s patented tech-

nology manages the wave’s length and adjusts to the exact 

wave’s range. This allows it to dry paint in 30-50 seconds. 

> More information is available in the technology catalog.

DRYTRONIC PANEL

LASER DRYING CONTROL



dIffErENt MOdEl Of COluMNs

The column is produced in two versions, one for normal-size 

vehicles and one for commercial vehicles. The one for cars 

covers the height from 2,7 m to 3,1 m or from 106 ” to 122 ”. 

The one for commercial vehicles covers the height from 

3,2 m to 3,5 m or from 125 ” to 137 ”.
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Via Bazzane 69, 40012 Calderara di Reno (BO), Italy 

info@symach.com - ph: +39 (0)51 96 31 61 

www.symach.com

MEASURES AND DATA

FlyDry 3000 column size min 2,70 m
max 3,10 m

min 8.8 ft
max 48.2 ft

FlyDry 3000 column 
and overhead crane weight 120 kg 264 lb

FlyDry 3500 column size min 3,10 m
max 3,60 m

min 10.1 ft
max 11.8 ft

FlyDry 3500 column 
and overhead crane weight 135 kg 297 lb

Overhead crane width min 3,70 m
max 4,00 m

min 12.1 ft
max 13.1 ft

Overhead crane length min 4,00 m
max 7,00 m

min 13.1 ft
max 22.9 ft

Standard warranty 12 months

GAS

No. of panels 2

Size of panels 400 x 750 mm 16 x 30 “

1 panel

Power output 11 kW 38,000 BTU/h

Hourly consumption  
LPG (G31) at 12 mbar 0,65 kg/h 1.43 lb/h

Hourly consumption  
Natural Gas (G20) at 12 mbar 1,1 m3/h 0,64 CFM

Catalyst life 5.000 h - 30.000 drying cycles

COMPRESSED AIR

Line pressure 8 bar 116 psi

Pipe size connection 6x8 øix øe mm 5/16 ”

APPROVAL

Europe EU: CE - ATEX ii 3 G X

Australia Compliant to Australian safety standards 
As/NZs 4114.1:2003 - As 3814.1:2009

North America cETLus Listed - Intertek 5000803

isO 9001

RAIL MODULE

Aluminum section rails 4.000 mm x 3 pieces
157.4 ” x 3 pieces

CONTROL BOX

Electronic board microcontroller

Keyboard membrane

Display 2x20 DiGiT

Installed power input during 
first 3’:30” after power on 2,9 kW

Supply voltage 230 V˜

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Controls voltage 24 V˜
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